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Read the following instructions carefully before writing Home Assignments and follow them.

- Home Assignments are an integral and compulsory part of the programme.
- Home Assignments help you even in preparation for annual examination.
- There are 5 Home Assignments for each subject (Total 30 assignments).
- Each Assignment carries 16 marks.
- 80 marks in all for one subject.
- The marks you acquire in one subject will be converted into the marks out of 20.
- There is separate passing for internal assessment.
- Minimum 8 marks, out of 20 are required for passing.
- For essay type question you are supposed to write an answer of length of two to three sides of a foolscap paper.
- Answers with proper introduction and conclusion are treated as ideal.
- Your answer should cover all points and sub-points of the related topic.
- Attach the supplements with proper sequence.
- Your Assignments should reach us before the scheduled time.
- Assignments sent after the due date will be charged late fee.
- While submitting assignments after due date attach DD of said amount of late fee.
- Demand Draft should be drawn in the name of ‘Secretary, Tilak Maharastra Vidyapeeth, Pune.'